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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we propose a blind method to embed multibit watermarks in images, robust to vari-
ous attacks on geometry and print-scan process. For carrying the multibit information, a method using
directed watermark patterns is proposed. A message sequence is mapped to a directional angle of a peri-
odic pattern, which is then embedded into image blocks. In the detection, using autocorrelation function,
vailable online 15 June 2010

eywords:
eometrical distortions
ultibit watermarking

filtering, masking, and adaptive line search with Hough transform, the alignment of the autocorrelations
peaks are detected from image blocks, and interpreted as a message. The method provides a robust and
blind extraction of information after a print-scan attack. Additionally, the experiments with two laser
printer and two printout material show that the method is robust to compound attacks, such as Stirmark

g, asp
rint-scan random bending, shearin

. Introduction

The confirmation of origin, integrity of content or tracing up
orgery attempts is of growing importance. Different techniques
an be considered when talking about protecting content. Water-
arking is one of these techniques. The ease of copying images
ith printer and scanner has left a need for print-scan resilient
atermarking techniques.

Printing and scanning inflict various attacks on the watermarked
mages such as DA/AD transform, noise addition, and geometrical
ttacks that are highly user dependent. Solanki et al. (2004, 2006)
tilized experimental channel modeling, and proposed a method
o estimate and undo rotation. The method is based on halftoning,
hich produces peaks to the magnitudes of the Fourier domain,

nd with these peaks, the rotation angle can be determined. He and
un (2005) studied the print-scan process and proposed a scheme
hich uses image division into blocks. Fourier domain method was
sed to watermark textured blocks and spatial domain on smooth

locks to increase the capacity.

The geometrical distortions are usually considered as the most
evere attacks in the print-scan process. Examples of proposed
atermarking methods include invariant domain, such as the log-
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ect ratio change, cropping, translation, or JPEG combined with print-scan.

© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

polar transform-based method proposed by Pereira and Pun (1999),
binding the signature to image content using salient points, as pro-
posed by Bas et al. (2002), and methods relying on synchronization
patterns like methods proposed by Kutter (1998), Deguillaume et
al. (2002), and Chen et al. (2006).

When a watermark is embedded multiple times in shifted
locations in the image, an autocorrelation function can be used
to indicate the amount of rotation and scaling. The methods by
Deguillaume et al. (2002) and Kutter (1998) used this to embed self-
referencing watermarks in images. Deguillaume et al. (2002) used a
higher amount of repetitions, and consequently Hough transform
and Radon transform, to extract the alignment of the autocorre-
lation peaks. Chen et al. (2006) arrived at a similar proposition as
Deguillaume et al. (2002), but instead of one self-referencing water-
mark, they embedded two watermarks in the image: a periodic
watermark for reference and a non-periodic watermark message
based on modulation of the message sequences.

The autocorrelation function, in which the peak maximum is
always located at the center, does not give information about the
location of the watermark. As a result previously proposed meth-
ods (Kutter, 1998; Deguillaume et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2006;
Keskinarkaus et al., 2006) use some auxiliary method such as edge
detection, full search, or correlation to locate the watermarked
area, prior to extracting the message or detecting the watermark.
Accordingly these methods rely on the accuracy of the inversion

process and restoring the image as well as possible prior to extrac-
tion/detection.

In this paper, a new method to utilize the periodic pattern
is introduced. To embed a multibit message, the cover image is
divided into blocks. One block carries reference information to indi-
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ate the amount of rotation and scaling the image has undergone.
he other image blocks carry information, in which other periodic
atterns, using different orientations are used to convey a multibit
essage in the modulated angle. The method extends the usage of
periodic pattern to carry a multibit message. Also, due to coding of

he message as the direction of the periodic pattern, the additional
ynchronization search caused by translation and cropping can be
voided. Consequently, there is no need to use exhaustive search
lgorithms or edge detection. The proposed method is shown to be
ffective on compound effect of a fair amount of rotation, transla-
ion, cropping, and other distortions on geometry combined with a
rint-scan attack.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the theoret-
cal background is explained with examples and an overview of
he method is given. In Section 3, the method for embedding the

essages is explained in detail and the message extraction process
s described with the corresponding filtering, masking, and adap-
ive thresholding explained. In Section 4, in addition to capacity
nd imperceptuality considerations, we prove with experimental
esults the robustness of the proposed scheme to variety of attacks
ombined with the print-scan process. Finally, in Section 5, we dis-
uss the related work and compare the obtained results to other
rint-scan resilient methods.

. Detection of directed periodic patterns

A periodic pattern satisfies Eqs. (1) and (2)

(x + q0N0, y) = W(x, y); q0, N0 > 1 (1)

(x, y + q1N1) = W(x, y); q1, N1 > 1, (2)

here N0 and N1 determine the periodicity of repetitions, and q0
nd q1 a repetition number on the horizontal and vertical direc-
ions. A periodic pattern exposes important properties. Firstly, the

CF (Autocorrelation function) W*W, referred as grid (G), reveals
eaks (maximums) that are placed at grid intersections. Secondly,
he peaks are equidistantly placed with respect to the funda-

ental periods (N0, N1). Finally, the orientation and fundamental
eriods are exposed to the same geometrical transforms as the

ig. 1. (a and b) ACF of a small portion of Lena image will reveal information of the overa
c) The ACF peaks reveal information about the orientation of the embedded pattern, whe
s and Software 83 (2010) 1715–1725

actual image. Consequently, when a two dimensional watermark is
embedded multiple times in shifted locations in the image, an auto-
correlation function can be used to indicate the amount of rotation
and scaling. Due to repetition, a large number of autocorrelation
peaks survive, even under severe signal fading (Chen et al., 2006).

In Fig. 1a and b is shown an example in which a periodic water-
mark pattern, with a rectangular nature is placed to the luminance
component over the whole Lena image. Due to periodicity, with
autocorrelation, proper processing and thresholding, a small por-
tion of the watermarked Lena image will be enough to reveal peak
alignment. In the autocorrelation function, the number of periods
that are visible is dependent on the size of the inspected area.

A previously nonutilized property in watermarking literature is
that a directed grid G� = W�*W� has all the preceding properties, but
it also keeps the information � of the direction of the periodicity.
We define a directed periodic pattern by

W� = W(u′, v′) + ε = ˘

{[
cos � − sin �
sin � cos �

]
W(u, v)

}
, (3)

where
∏

defines the interpolation method and ε describes the
error caused by interpolation. If a periodic 2D watermark pattern is
rotated by � and embedded to the image, we can similarly get infor-
mation about the peak alignment from a small portion of image.
Now however, the peaks tell about the orientation of the embedded
pattern, as shown in Fig. 1c.

In Fig. 2 two even sized blocks of the Lena image contain a differ-
ent periodic pattern (Fig. 2a and b). Illustration shows how shifting
the window of inspection (Fig. 2c) does not reveal information of
the translation, but the dominating orientation of the autocorrela-
tion peak alignment is still recognizable (Fig. 2d). Similarly, if we
slide the window so that background is cropped along, the align-
ment of peaks can be recovered. This is because regularity as in the
periodic pattern does not exist in the background.
Based on the above considerations and examples, autocorre-
lation peak alignment is sustained well, although the window of
inspection is not exactly in the right place or even of different size
as the original. This is a property that is of disadvantage when con-
sidering methods, like (Kutter, 1998; Deguillaume et al., 2002; Chen

ll rotation of the image, when a watermark defined in Eqs. (1) and (2) is embedded.
n a watermark defined in Eq. (3) is embedded (� = 60◦).
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ig. 2. (a) A directed periodic pattern with � = 10◦ and � = 60◦ generated using Eq.
pper block � = 10◦ and lower block � = 60◦ . (c) The area of inspection shifted (das

nspection.

t al., 2006; Keskinarkaus et al., 2006), in which actual location of
he watermark has to be determined prior to detecting/decoding
he message. However, those properties can be taken of advan-
age when watermarked images are printed and scanned and blind
lock division will differ from the original block division. Accord-

ngly we propose a method to encode a message by modulating
he � of the periodic pattern. With such a periodic pattern direc-

ion of the range � = [0◦ 180◦[can be expressed assuming a reference
oordinate frame exists.

A demonstration of the proposed method utilizing directed peri-
dic patterns for watermarking is shown in Fig. 3. In this example

Fig. 3. Overview of the e
) Two even sized blocks of the Lena image containing a different periodic pattern,
ne). (d) Extracted autocorrelation peaks showing the effect of shifting the area of

three bits per block are used for encoding directional data. The
image is divided into blocks, 9 block division is used in this paper as
an example. The luminance component of the image is utilized. One
block is utilized to carry reference information and the other blocks
carry information coded as the direction of the periodic pattern.

The flow of operations in the extraction process is shown in
Fig. 4. Firstly an image is scanned from the context. The scanned

image divided blindly to 9 blocks. Secondly, the reference block is
used to detect and invert the overall rotation and scale (Fig. 4a).
Hough transform is used to extract the alignment of the autocor-
relation peaks. Additionally masking and adaptive thresholding, as

mbedding process.
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ig. 4. Extraction of a multibit message from a scanned image. Information carried
cale from a reference block; (b) to determine the estimate of the angle in the infor

xplained in Section 3, is utilized. After inversion the result image
s divided to blocks again. Finally extraction of the message is real-
zed by estimating the direction of the autocorrelation peaks from
he message carrying blocks (Fig. 4b) and interpreting the message
rom the angle information using a decoding table. Method allows
naccuracy of the angle in detection, as a certain range of angle
alues will be interpreted similarly.

In the following sections, we explain give details about the
mbedding method, and explain the encoding of the message more
ormally and the extraction process in detail.

. Watermark embedding and extraction

.1. Watermark embedding

.1.1. Encoding of the multibit message
Depending on the capacity requirements, the original message

s divided into shorter messages mi, where the message length |mi|
xpresses the amount of data bits that are to be embedded in the
th block of the image. The quantization step size is calculated with

= 180
2|mi | , (4)

here the constant 180 is defined by the range of �. Thus far, uni-
orm quantization is utilized. A codebook is derived accordingly.
he message is expressed by mapping to the codebook values. Con-
equently, the original message is divided to be spread over the
mage blocks and represented by quantized orientation Qi(�).

.1.2. Embedding a multibit message
The embedding of the message in the host image is realized in

patial domain utilizing the equation

∗
i (x, y) = Xi(x, y) + �1JNDfbWQ (�i)

i (x, y), (5)
here Y∗
i

is ith watermarked block of the image, Xi is corresponding
uminance component of the original image, WQ (�i)

i
is the directed

eriodic pattern, x and y describe the pixel position, JNDfb is the
caling factor attained from a JND profile, and �1 is an additional
caling factor.
the orientation of the directed grid used (a) to determine the overall rotation and
n carrying blocks, to be interpreted as a message using the decoding table.

The directed periodic pattern is generated utilizing Eq. (3) from
pseudorandom values {−1,1} to produce a rectangular, binary val-
ued pattern. We use the nearest-neighbor method which produces
values of {−1,1}, so there is no need for further thresholding to
form the final binary valued pattern. Therefore, we can directly take
advantage of the JND model.

The JND profile is calculated as explained in Chou and Li (1995),
where the JND threshold is calculated for each pixel based on two
properties of human eye, one of them being the average background
luminance behind the pixel and the other the spatial uniformity
of the background luminance. Fixed parameters settings, derived
through visual experiments by Chou and Li (1995) are used to attain
fidelity. The calculated full band JND profile is exploited for cal-
culating a threshold for allowable distortion for every pixel value
in an image. The model is the same utilized in our prior work
(Keskinarkaus et al., 2006).

Print-scan process causes more distortion in highly textured
image areas (see Fig. 13). In order to counter this, we evaluate the
smoothness of the image area in 16 × 16 subblocks using average
gradient magnitude on an image sharpened with an unsharp mask.
We use linear relationship between �1 and the average gradient
magnitude to place more watermark strength on textured blocks
according to equation

�1 = �t − �s

Mt − Ms
Mb + �s (6)

In the Equation, �s is the scaling factor for smooth block and �t

the scaling factor for textured block. Ms and Mt, respectively stand
for average gradient magnitude on smooth and textured blocks.
For �s, �t, Ms and Mt fixed values are used. The values are experi-
mentally set by evaluating robustness vs. visibility on smooth and
textured blocks, by measuring accuracy of angle detection together
with overall BER and PSNR of the final outcome. Mb is the calculated
average gradient magnitude of inspected 16 × 16 subblock and �1
the final watermark scaling factor used to watermark the inspected

16 × 16 subblock.

As a consequence of the layout of the watermarked image in
the printing process or displacement of the image in the scanner
bed, the overall rotation of the image is not known in advance. This
causes the need for a reference coordinate frame. One of the blocks
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erves as a carrier of the reference coordinate frame, angle � = 0◦.
As an example, a 48 bit message 110110 011001 011101 110110

00101 100010 110010 011001, where |mi| = 6 is embedded in
he image. The image is divided into nine blocks. The message is
hen coded with a uniform quantizer, with � = 2.8125, utilizing a
odebook to message [153.2812◦, 71.7188◦, 82.9688◦, 153.2812◦,
5.4688◦, 97.0312◦, 142.0312◦, 71.7188◦]. Accordingly, we gen-
rate WQ (�i)

i
, i = 2, . . ., 9, where Q(�) is equivalent to the coded

essage. W0◦
1 represents the reference coordinate frame and is

mbedded similarly. In our work, we used the upper left block for
arrying reference information. Finally, the message is embedded
sing (5).

.2. Watermark extraction

.2.1. The extraction of information carried with the orientation
f the directed grid

As during the embedding process, in the extraction process, the
mage is divided blindly into blocks. The number of blocks is the
ame as during embedding process, although due to print-scan pro-
ess and other attacks, the size of the blocks will be different. A
lock division error is introduced, which depends on the combined
ffect of translation, cropping, and rotation, or another attack on
eometry.

The message extraction process is based on the estimation of
he orientation of peaks of the ACF. For each of the blocks, a Wiener
stimate W̃i(x, y) of the periodic structure is calculated

˜ i(x, y) = Y∗
i (x, y) − h(k) ∗ Y∗

i (x, y), (7)

here Y∗
i

(x, y) is the ith watermarked block, h(k) represents the
daptive Wiener filtering. Autocorrelation function RW̃i,W̃i

(u, v) is
tilized in order to reveal the periodicity in the extracted water-
ark estimate

W̃i,W̃i
(u, v) =

∑
x

∑
y
W̃i(x, y)W̃i(x + u, y + v) (8)

The autocorrelation is scaled to the range of [0,1],

∗
W̃i,W̃i

(u, v) =
|RW̃i,W̃i

(u, v)|
max (RW̃i,W̃i

(u, v))
(9)

Gradient operator (Sobel) is used to enhance the sharpness of
he peaks. Filtering operation showed to be an effective and fast

ethod to improve the distinguishing of peaks

∗∗
W̃i,W̃i

(u, v) = hs(k) ∗ R∗
W̃i,W̃i

(u, v), (10)

here hs(k) represents the Sobel filtering kernel. A binary grid
mage G∗(u, v) is generated

∗(u, v) =
{

1, when M(u, v) × R∗∗
W̃i,W̃i

(u, v) ≥ �

0, when M(u, v) × R∗∗
W̃i,W̃i

(u, v) < �
, (11)

here M(u, v) denotes a masking operation and � is a threshold.
he direction of periodicity in the proposed method is determined
y examining the line segments determined from the peaks in the
ough transform matrix using G∗(u, v). The central area of grid con-

ains noise, as shown in Fig. 5. The cause of the noise is errors in
his line detection. In or to reduce the noise, we use a masker

(u, v) =
{

1, (D − k)2 = (u − u0)2 + (v − v0)2

0, otherwise
, (12)
here D is the distance from the centre, the radius of the masker,
is a small constant, and (u0, v0) is the centre of the ACF. In the

xample shown in Fig. 5, D = N1 and k = 2, values which are used
or extracting information from the message carrying blocks. The

asking area is drawn as a circle. Masking forces the first lines to
Fig. 5. Reducing false line detection using a circular mask defined with Eq. (12).

be detected just outside the circular area, and considerably reduces
false line detection.

Due to the combined effect of affine transformations, other
attacks and varying image content, � cannot be fixed to be the
same value for every ith block. Kutter (1998) suggested iterative
approaches for synchronization search based on the number of
extracted peaks. Based on our tests, the number of peaks does
not give a proper estimate of � when applied to different blocks
in images. Therefore, we designed a new method to thresholding,
which takes advantage of the fast operation of bare calculation of
the number of peaks to give a rough estimate of the threshold, �̃ .
Then the iterative call of Hough transform is used to find such a
� , that there are enough peaks for detecting lines exceeding a pre-
determined length. Alvarez-Rodríguez and Pérez-González (2002)
discovered that the peak selection in template based synchroniza-
tion affects the estimate of rotation. Through experiments, we came
into alike conclusion: keeping the minimum length of lines fixed
ensures that the accuracy of angle detection from lines is preserved.

Our adaptive approach proceeds as follows: The minimum
length of the line segments, S, that are accepted as candidates for
representing orientation angle, is fixed to L. The number of parallel
lines that are searched for is also fixed. The following algorithm is
looped while both of the search criteria are fulfilled. The threshold
value is decreased using a small step size starting from the initial
estimate, �̃ , as shown in Fig. 6. Now, from the extracted line seg-
ments, the estimate of the orientation of the directed grid �̃ can be
determined for each of the blocks.

3.2.2. Interpreting the message
The search algorithm, described in the preceding section, is run

first for the block containing the reference information. For the
reference block, we use approximation D = hC/(2q0), where hC is
horizontal dimension of ACF. Approximation is used as prior to
evaluating the information from the reference block, scaling due
to print-scan operation is not known. The result of running the
algorithm for the reference block, gives the estimate of the over-
all rotation �r. In Fig. 7 it is illustrated that a fair estimate can be

calculated from a small piece of original information.

After inverting the �r, projection of the grid against vertical
axis gives the estimate of the scaling during print-scan process.
We use the same procedure for calculating scaling as explained in
Keskinarkaus et al. (2006).
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ig. 6. Adaptive line search algorithm for preserving the accuracy of the angle detec-
ion.

The extraction of the actual message proceeds block by block
tilizing the same search algorithm. Due to calculation of the over-
ll scaling, D is now known exactly. After inversion process, the
essage can be decoded from �̃k which is calculated utilizing

˜
k = �̃i − �∗

r , where �∗
r is calculated from the inverted image and

s approximately zero. The message is decoded using the same
uantization codebook as during embedding phase.

The accuracy of extracted orientations has to be in the range of
�/2 < ε(�) < �/2 in order to decode the message without errors. In
ther words, the accuracy of the angle detection has a direct effect
n the capacity of the scheme. The smaller the ε(�), the smaller �
an be utilized, and consequently, more bits can be embedded in

ach block.

ig. 7. Determining the overall rotation from the reference coordinate frame.
Fig. 8. EPSON photo scanner user interface, with the scanning area determination.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Application area and experimental setup

The process of watermarking the image, printing it, scanning the
watermarked image and finally extracting or detecting the invisible
message has been researched in (Solanki et al., 2004, 2006; He and
Sun, 2005; Bas et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2006; Chiu and Tsai, 2006;
Lin, 1999; Lefebvre et al., 2001; Lin and Chang, 1999; Hu, 2008). In
these methods print-scan process has been considered as a sepa-
rate attack and tests has been done from individual images printed
on a white background. In here we widen the scope, to a realistic
application case were the watermarked image exists in a printout
such as document, a book or as a label adhered to product for copy-
right purposes or authentication. Consequently we require that the
method should be robust to fair amount of layout processing and
geometrical attacks caused by user interaction while determining
the scanning area. Additionally, to offer a more general approach,
the method should also be robust to background variation not rely-
ing on any edge detection methods. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 with
an example.

The embedding and extraction algorithms were written in
Matlab. There exists several brands of both scanner and printer
technologies, with many intrinsic setting options. In here we used
HP Color LaserJet 4650 PCL 6 and HP Color LaserJet 4700 PCL 6
printer and EPSON perfection, 4180 photo scanner. HP series print-
ers represent current commercially available office laser printer
technology, with high quality printouts and adaptive halftoning.
We used of 600x600 dpi printing resolution and default settings of
the printer. Scanning resolution of 300 dpi was used.

The parameters of the embedding and extraction were fixed.
During embedding, we use �s = 0.65 for smooth blocks and �t = 2.0

for textured blocks Eq. (6). The corresponding values of Ms and Mt

are 18 and 180. The extraction parameters were fixed, including
the Hough transform parameters. The rectangular periodic pattern
of pseudorandom values of {−1,1}, with N0 = 8, N1 = 42, q0 = 4 and
q1 = 22 was used. For the search criteria, the length of the searched
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ig. 9. Accuracy and precision of the angle detection over blocks in image. (’o’) white
aried, HP Color LaserJet 4700 PCL 6 Arron laser label material. Black dashed line (‘- -

ines, L was set to be hC/q0 + 1. Both of these choices decrease
he amount of orthogonal errors while determining the angle. The
umber of parallel lines searched for, was set to be 2.

.2. Angle detection and capacity with background variation and
he effect of printout material

In order to investigate the effect of printer, material and back-
round, the precision of the angle detection was measured with
ena image. In Fig. 9, eight subfigures represent the block num-
er i, x-axel represents the individual test number, as the image

s scanned repeatedly by varying the placement on the scanner
ed.

In Fig. 9 we illustrate that regardless of the block in the image,

ackground and with two printers and printout materials, the pre-
ision of the angle stays well within boundaries for carrying 6
its/block. In that case, |ε(�k)| has to be <1.406◦, expressed as
ashed line(‘— —’) in the figure. This indicates also that the pro-
osed adaptive approach to thresholding works efficiently.

able 1
imits for robust message extraction (6 bits/block).

im wm PSNR (dB) PS+ rot (◦) PS + crop (%) PS + AR change PS +

im1 deer98 31.2 20 14 1:0.96 1
im2 bloom6 33.7 18 18 1:0.98 2
im3 hdr555 33.0 12 18 1:0.99 1
im4 sami5v 35.7 12 6 1:0.99 0.9
im5 niina7 35.8 22 24 1:0.96 2
im6 spider 36.8 18 22 1:0.98 1
im7 zebra1 29.5 20 18 1:0.98 1
im8 confir 35.9 14 10 1:0.98 2
im9 buildi 30.4 18 16 1:0.99 1
im10 bigtre 29.1 12 14 1:0.98 1
im11 childre 35.1 12 6 1:0.98 2
im12 splash 35.6 20 8 1:0.98 2
im13 tiffan 36.9 20 20 1:0.98 2
im14 mandri 29.9 6 6 1:0.98 1
im15 lena12 35.1 14 14 1:0.99 1
im16 pepper 34.6 16 8 1:0.98 2
round, normal office Xerox paper and HP Color LaserJet 4650 PCL 6, (‘+’) background
esenting boundaries for capacity of 7 bits/block and dashed line(‘— —’) 6 bits/block.

4.3. Robustness to print-scan compound with other attacks

Based on the previous results, the capacity of the method with
the chosen settings, robust to general print-scan process, is 48 bits.
In the following we inspected how a combination of attacks effects
on the capacity. The tests were realized with 16 images, size of
510 × 510, shown in Fig. 10. The proposed method can be similarly
used for images of other size. We embedded 48 (6 bits/block), 40
(5 bits/block) and 32 (4 bits/block) bits to the 16 test images and
measured the invisibility and robustness of the method.

In Tables 1 and 2, first row, columns 4–11 present the com-
bination of attacks tested. The numerical value in the next rows
expresses how much additional attack, besides printing and scan-
ning, the watermarked test image tolerates. As an example,
additionally to print-scan operation, the 40 bit message extrac-

tion (Table 2) from im4 is robust if rotation is ≤±10 or cropping of
image is ≤8%. Considering the attack is no stronger than expressed
in Table 1 (6 bits/block), the success ratio of all inspections was
98.9% out of over 600 repetitions of the extraction process. When

x shear (%) PS + y shear (%) JPEG (QF) + PS PS + trans (%) PS + scale (%)

2 90 13 66
2 90 12 68
1 90 13 66
1 95 10 70
2 95 13 68
2 95 15 80
2 90 15 66
2 95 4 85
2 90 13 68
2 90 13 70
2 90 11 68
2 90 10 68
1 95 8 68
2 90 6 85
0.8 95 5 75
2 90 5 68
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Fig. 10. Test images.

Table 2
Limits for robust message extraction (5 bits/block).

im wm PSNR (dB) PS + rot (◦) PS + crop (%) PS + AR
change

PS + x
shear (%)

PS + y
shear (%)

PS + x and y
shear (%)

JPEG
(QF) + PS

PS + trans (%) PS + scale (%)

im1 deer9 31.2 14 12 1:0.94 3 3 2 90 12 72
im2 bloom 33.7 14 16 1:0.92 3 4 1 90 13 66
im3 hdr55 33.0 18 22 1:0.94 4 4 1 90 16 66
im4 sami5 35.7 10 8 1:0.92 5 5 3 95 8 68
im5 niina 35.8 10 16 1:0.94 3 4 1 95 16 70
im6 spide 36.8 20 16 1:0.92 3 4 3 95 10 68
im7 zebra 29.5 20 18 1:0.92 5 5 2 90 14 66
im8 confi 35.9 10 6 1:0.94 5 4 2 95 5 68
im9 build 30.4 18 28 1:0.92 5 5 2 90 13 64
im10 bigtr 29.1 10 16 1:0.92 4 4 1 90 12 68
im11 childr 35.1 18 16 1:0.92 3 2 2 90 12 72
im12 splas 35.6 20 20 1:0.92 5 5 2 90 7 68
im13 tiffa 36.9 22 18 1:0.90 4 5 2 95 16 70
im14 mandr 29.9 12 4 1:0.98 2 2 2 90 5 70
im15 lena1 35.2 20 14 1:0.90 4 5 2 95 11 66
im16 peppe 34.7 12 10 1:0.96 4 3 2 90 5 70
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Fig. 11. Examples of attacked images (im4), 5 bits/block embedded (Table 2), extraction robust.

Table 3
The combined effect of stirmark random bending attack/local data removal and print-scan on message extraction reliability.

im wm
5 bits/block

wm
4 bits/block

PS + Stirmark
random bending
(5bits/block) BER

PS + Stirmark
random bending (4
bits/block) BER

wm
6 bits/block

PS + Local removal of
block data (15% of
block data removed) (6
bits/block) BER

PS + Local removal of
reference block data (25%
of block data removed)
(6 bits/block) BER

PS + Local removal of
block data (5% of block
data removed) (6
bits/block) BER

im1 deer9 deer 0 0 deer98 0 0 0
im2 bloom bloo 0 0 bloom6 0 0 0
im3 hdr55 hdr5 0 0 hdr555 0 0 0
im4 sami5 sami 0 0 sami5v 0 0 0
im5 niina niin 0 0 niina7 0 0 0
im6 spide spid 0 0 spider 0 0 0
im7 zebra zebr 0.025 0 zebra1 0 0 0
im8 confi conf 0.025 0 confir 0 0 0
im9 build buil 0.075 0 buildi 0 0 0
im10 bigtr bigt 0 0 bigtre 0 0 0
im11 childr child 0.025 0 childre 0 0 0
im12 splas spla 0.025 0 splash 0 0 0
im13 tiffa tiff 0.075 0 tiffan 0 0 0

dri
12
per

n
w

d
g
a
w
t
o
w
I
e
F

a

F
r

im14 mandr mand 0.050 0 man
im15 lena1 lena 0 0 lena
im16 peppe pepp 0 0 pep

ot successful, 1 or 2 bit error was detected. No errors were detected
hen embedding 5 bits/block (Table 2).

Comparing the results in Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that
ecreasing the number of bits/block increases the robustness to
eometrical attacks, such as aspect ratio change, x shear, y shear
nd combined x shear and y shear. This is due to the fact that
hen embedding 6 bits/block, angle detection accuracy |ε(�k)| has

o be <1.406◦ for robust extraction. When decreasing the amount
f bits/block to 5, this requirement is relaxed to |ε(�k)| < 2.812◦,
hich allows the skew caused by non-uniform geometrical attacks.
n order to illustrate the amount of allowed additional attacks,
xamples of im4 attacked, as indicated in Table 2, are shown in
ig. 11.

We tested the compound effect of Stirmark random bending
ttack (Petitcolas et al., 1998) and print scan attack. In the attack,

ig. 12. Examples of attacked images (im4), (a) 4 bits/block, attacked with PS + Stirmar
emoval.
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

non-uniform localized geometrical transforms are applied ran-
domly to the image. The results of these inspections are collected
in Table 3. The results showed that a 32 bit message can be reliably
extracted from all the test images. Additionally we run experi-
ments on local removal of watermark data. Tests showed that the
method is fairly robust on those attacks. Examples of attacked
images are shown in Fig. 12 and test results are presented in
Table 3.
4.4. Quality of the watermarked images

For quality evaluation, in Fig. 13 is shown an example image
watermarked with 48 bits (6 bits/block). Measured PSNR values
are depicted in Tables 1 and 2.

k random bending (b), (c) and (d) 6 bits/block embedded, attacked with PS+data
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Fig. 13. (a) Original Baboon image, (b) watermarked baboon image (6bits/block), (c) prin

Table 4
Comparison table (ED = edge detection).

Synchronization Multibit Y/N

Proposed method Directed periodic pattern Y (48/40 bits)
Solanki et al. (2004, 2006) Halftone cells + ED Y (few hundred bits)
He and Sun (2005) ED Y (1024 bits)
Bas et al. (2002) Salient points N
Chen et al. (2006) Spatial template + ED Y (64 bits)
Chiu and Tsai (2006) Frequency domain peak Y (serial number 888)
Lin (1999) Log–log mapping Y(14*3 bits)/N
Lefebvre et al. (2001) Frequency domain

template
Y

Lin and Chang (1999) Invariant features N

c

5

a
i
i
T
e

Hu (2008) Feature points Y(∼20bits)a

a The authors do not report the capacity, so an estimate for Lena image was
alculated from Fig. 4 in Hu (2008).

. Discussion and conclusion

In addition to geometrical distortions, printer/scanner optical

nd mechanical distortions are challenging. Every time an image
s printed and scanned, even with proper placement of the paper
nto the scanner bed, the result image is different (Yu et al., 2005).
his difference, although barely visible to eyes, makes a differ-
nce when extracting the message or detecting the existence of
ted and scanned original image, and (d) printed and scanned watermarked image.

a watermark compared to message extraction/detection without
print-scan attack. As a result, the comparison of the proposed
method was done against methods where print-scan attack is con-
sidered (see Table 4 for references). All of these are blind methods,
such as our proposed method. It is however noticed that some
of the approaches resilient to affine transform (Pereira and Pun,
1999; Kutter, 1998; Deguillaume et al., 2002; Zhang and Xin, 2009;
Dainaka et al., 2006; Fung and Kunisa, 2005; Liu and Zhao, 2004),
might be applicable also to print-scan. Also in here we do not
consider halftone-based methods, which are based in direct manip-
ulation of halftone cells, like method proposed by Xu and Wan
(2008).

Some of the methods are multibit methods, requiring the cor-
rect decoding of the message. From Table 4 can be seen that most
of those rely on some edge detection method. In Lin (1999) the
robustness results for multibit message to print-scan attack are not
provided. In He and Sun (2005) the number of hidden bits is bigger
than in other methods. Authors however report an increase in BER,
when the reading of the watermark is not accurately synchronized.

Compound effect of print-scan and other attacks has not been

studied in the papers. The variety of other attacks considered,
changes from paper to paper. From multibit approaches, robust-
ness to JPEG compression and Stirmark random bending attack was
considered in Solanki et al. (2006) and Hu (2008). In Solanki et al.
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Finland. Currently he is serving as a full professor at the
same university. He teaches and conducts research on
multimedia signal processing and biomedical signal pro-
cessing. Special interests include digital watermarking,
pattern recognition applications, and processing of car-
A. Keskinarkaus et al. / The Journal of S

2006), the authors reported that random bending attack lessens
he capacity and reliability of the method. The method in Solanki
t al. (2006), seems to perform well in many ways. One problem
s that derotation is based in halftone cells, and consequently, the

ethod is not robust to digital rotation. In Hu (2008) the method is
ot robust to aspect ratio changes, but performs well against many
ther attacks on geometry.

The proposed method is proven to be robust to compound effect
f print-scan and attacks on geometry. Adaptive approach resolves
ifficult issues, like proper thresholding, and consequently, inde-
endent watermarks can be extracted blindly without a change of
arameters during extraction. Two printers and printout materi-
ls were tested to prove robustness. No edge detection method is
eeded, which we see as an advantage when the background of
he image is other than uniformly colored. The runtime of nonopti-

ized matlab implementation using standard PC is only a few min-
tes, thus the proposed method is also computationally feasible.
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